Stenting therapy for stenosing airway disease.
Stenosing airway disease is classified as intraluminal obstruction, extrinsic compression, and malacia by the anatomical site of the lesion. Stenting therapy is indicated for symptomatic relief of life-threatening dyspnea caused by the last two types. Airway stents are made with metal mesh and/or silicone rubber, and currently more than 20 kinds of stent are available. The metal stent (e.g. Gianturco stent, Wallstent) is easy to insert, may not need general anesthesia, and has wider internal lumen. Because it is very hard to reposition or remove, it is mainly used in malignant airway obstruction. Among many kinds of silicone stent, the Dumon stent is most widely used for benign and malignant airway stenoses, but general anesthesia and rigid bronchoscopy are needed for insertion. It can be removed when the stenosing airway disease subsides completely. In many clinical studies, most patients (85-90%) improved immediately after stenting, and procedure-related mortality is low (< 3%) in experienced centers. Stent displacement, mucus impaction, and granulation tissue formation are potential complications. Stenting is one of many effective therapeutic modalities for stenosing central airway disease. Careful patient selection, experiences, and continuous development of new technology will bring better results.